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Almost nine in ten people (87%) buy traditional milk, with over a quarter also purchasing almond or coconut
milk. Males were significantly more likely to purchase hazelnut and cashew milk. Three quarters (74%) of
those buying alternative milks did this as they felt it was better for their health, with four in ten (40%) stating
it was for animal welfare reasons.
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Q1. What sort of milk products do you currently buy?
Weighted Base (all): n= 1,061
Q2. Why do you choose to buy alternative milk drinks?
Weighted Base (all who buy alternative milk) n = 461

Over one third (38%) have no interest in trying alternative milks – especially those aged 55+. For others,
the taste is the main barrier.
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Q3. Which one of these statements do you most agree with?: n= 1,061

Just over one in ten (13%) had previously heard of synthetic milk, with males significantly more likely than
females to be aware of the product. Over three in ten (31%) agree that synthetic milk is a ‘good thing’ with
almost half (46%) remaining indifferent to the prospect.
Synthetic milk
In the US, a company is using genetically engineered yeast based on cow DNA to
produce a ‘synthetic’ milk that has the same taste and nutrition as traditional milk, but
can be made without farming animals
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Q4. In the US, a company is using genetically engineered yeast based on cow DNA to produce a ‘synthetic’ milk that has the same
taste and nutrition as traditional milk, but can be made without farming animals. Before today had you heard of this?: n= 1,061
Q7. How much do you agree that synthetic milk is a good thing?: n= 1,061

Just under three in ten (28%) stated they would buy synthetic milk, which is a similar proportion to those
stating no. Four in ten remained unsure – made up of those mostly aged 55+. Interestingly, over four in ten
would buy ice cream (49%), cheese (46%) or yoghurt (45%) made from synthetic milk.
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Q5. Would you ever buy this kind of synthetic milk?: n= 1,061
Q6. Would you ever buy the following dairy products made from synthetic milk? Please select all that apply.
Weighted Base: n= 1,061

Half of respondents would be put off buying synthetic milk due to worries about chemicals and ingredients,
females significantly more so. Around four in ten (43%) would be dissuaded due to it not being ‘natural’ and
potential long term side effects. Around one third (33%) were put off due to the assumption that the price
would be more expensive than real milk.
Purchase barriers
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Q8. What, if anything, would put you off buying synthetic milk?: n= 1,061

The biggest purchase motivator was knowing that synthetic milk was safe to drink. Males and the 18-24s
were significantly more likely to purchase if they knew it was cheaper than real milk. Around one third
(35%) would purchase if it tasted, looked and smelt the same as real milk. Just under one quarter (24%)
stated that nothing would encourage them to buy the product.
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Q9. What, if anything, would encourage you to buy synthetic milk?: n= 1,061

Key take outs…
Almost nine in ten people (87%) buy real milk, but alternative milks also prove to be
quite popular, with over one quarter also purchasing almond and coconut milk. Three
quarters (74%) of those buying alternative milks did this as they felt it was better for their
health, with four in ten (40%) stating it was for animal welfare reasons.
Just over one third (38%) had no interest in trying alternative milks. Of those who did,
under one fifth (17%) had not tried them as they didn’t feel they’d taste the same as real
milk. Positively, over one in ten already bought alternative milks and were happy with
them, females significantly so.
There is some awareness of synthetic milk, with just over one in ten (13%) stating they
had previously heard of the product. Over three in ten (31%) agreed that synthetic milk
was a ‘good thing’ with almost half (46%) remaining indifferent or unsure about it. Just
under three in ten (28%) stated they would buy synthetic milk. Four in ten remained
unsure – made up of those mostly aged 55+. Encouragingly, over four in ten would buy
ice cream (49%), cheese (46%) or yoghurt (45%) made from synthetic milk.
Half of respondents would be put off buying synthetic milk due to worrying about it
containing chemicals, females significantly so. Over four in ten (43%) would be
dissuaded due to it not being ‘natural’. Around one third (33%) were put off due to the
assumption that the price would be more expensive than real milk.
The greatest motivator to purchase was knowing that synthetic milk was safe to drink.
Price was significantly more important to males and the 18-24s. Around one third (35%)
would purchase if it tasted, looked and smelt the same as real milk. Just under one
quarter (24%) stated that nothing would encourage them to buy the product – this was
significantly higher for those aged over 55.

Appendix

Approach & Demographics

Approach and Panel
We conducted an online omnibus survey with 1,061 adults aged 18+ across England,
Scotland, and Wales between 16th -20th July.
The survey took place using our sister-company toluna.com online panel which consists
of members of the general public who have opted in and voluntarily agreed to participate
in online research studies.
• Through careful recruitment and management, we are able to rapidly survey large numbers of
the general population and accurately represent the views of the nation.
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Omnibus Audience
A representative Sample
The results of the study were weighted to best reflect the size and shape of the
population of the nation
This means that the results in this report reflect an audience that is as true as possible
of the GB population with the same age, gender and regional profile. The audience
profile is detailed below.
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